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Message

Job hunting is an opportunity to reassess yourself and what kind of person you want to be, what role you

want to play in society. By understanding your career ambitions, skills (qualifications), strengths

(weaknesses) and core work and life values, it will enhance your chance of making a better and sound

career decision. Waseda University Career Center staff members are always here to help you. Make good

use of our services for your better career decision. We are waiting for you!

Career Center, Waseda University

1. Career Center Services

Individual Consultation
You can have a consultation with one of our Career Center staff members based on each person’s

individual circumstances for up to 40 minutes. The service is available during our office hours. Should you

need a consultation in English, please email us to make an appointment in advance.

Reservation Information

Email: career@list.waseda.jp (Please provide us with at least 3 possible dates and time-slots in the mail)

* For more details, please refer to our official website.

Events
The Career Center organizes various recruitment talks and seminars for Waseda University students.

From March to August, about 650 companies are invited to take part in our on-campus career recruitment

drives. Corporations that are actively seeking international students are marked (with★ or 〇) in the

event list. Do make full use of this great opportunity. Career guidance, enrichment workshops and

recruitment talks are also organized specially for International Students and some seminars are conducted

in English. For more details, please refer to “Calendar” on our official website. Should you miss those

events you wanted to join, you can view them later on “Course N@vi” or at the Career Center.

(Events in Japanese) (Events in English)

E-Newsletter for International Students
This service aims to provide our international students and multi-lingual career seekers with information

and schedules of recruitment, internships, development workshops and career fairs. It is issued twice a

month (excluding summer & winter recesses, and extended major holidays). If you are interested in it,

please email us at: career@list.waseda.jp with your name and student ID number. Please indicate the

subject clearly as “Subscription of E-Newsletter for International Students”. All messages will be directed to

your Waseda University email account in English.

mailto:career@list.waseda.jp
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Job Hunting Experience from Alumni
You can read job hunting experiences by Waseda University alumni on MyWaseda. Please refer to the

Career Compass（就職活動体験記）. Some of them are written in English.

Recruitment Information
We are pleased to inform you that a very large number of corporations send their recruitment notices to

Waseda University. Simply search by accessing the “Corporate Profiles and Job Postings” on MyWaseda.

Students can also access lists of companies that are actively looking for Waseda University students and

graduates. It is available in Japanese and English (selected only). Please kindly refer to the next page so that

you can know how to do that. Furthermore, information on recruitment talks and career seminars can also

be found on MyWaseda, the Career Center’s websites, and on bulletin boards at the Career Center.

Overseas Recruitment
The Career Center has a collection of job opportunities from overseas corporations. You can view the list

at our office. You may access to the internship and recruitment information in English on “Career

Resources” at MyWaseda. (cf. page 4)

Utilities
The following reference materials are available at the Career Center:

・Brochures and guidebooks of well-known corporations and international organizations

・Borrowing and browsing of useful reference books on industries and professions, and series on how to

take online tests, prepare interviews and group discussions.

・Course N@vi and Audio-Visual (DVDs) of on-campus events and seminars

Register your Post-Graduation Plans（進路希望登録）
In order to use the services mentioned above, you need to register your Post-Graduation Plans on

MyWaseda. Bound by the Employment Stability regulations, all job seekers are required to complete the

above-mentioned form. Failing to do so, the University would refuse issuance of recommendation letter to

the Immigration Bureau, should he/ she need one for the purpose of changing visa status.

Click here.



Recruitment & Internship Information in Japanese

After logging into MyWaseda, please

select Student Affairs（学生生活）.

Please click Career Compass（キャリア

コ ン パ ス ） followed by Company

Profiles and Job Postings（企業・求人情

報照会）.

①This is the first screen. Please click 求人票・企業

を 探 す (Search job postings and company

profiles) .

②Scroll down to 条件検索 （Search by filtering

conditions）and tick [外国人留学生採用あり]

(Company actively hiring international students)

under そ の 他 こ だ わ り 条 件 （ Other

specifications）.

③If there are other specifications you would like

to add, you can also filter job notices by 業種
3

(Industry), 職種 (Job type), 本社所在地 (HQ

location), and 勤務地 (Location). Click 検索
(Search) after all the preferred factors have been
selected.
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Recruitment & Internship Information in English

On this page, you can check a company’s PR, its
vision and management strategy.

If the company provides a OB/OG list (List of
Waseda University Alumni), you can read PDF files

卒業生 (Alumni) under the column 会社概要
(Company information).

You can also check the number of graduates hired,

under 内定実績.

You will be directed to the OB/ OG list after
clicking here. To make an appointment, contact
the company directly.

Note that the Alumni List is provided directly by
the company, not the Career Center.

Refer to page 13-14 for more information about
Visiting OBOG (Waseda University Alumni).

①After logging into MyWaseda, select “Student Affairs”. 

②Click “Career Resources” on the right-hand corner,

followed by “Internship & Recruitment in English”.

③Choose “Internship & Recruitment in English”.
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2. Before you begin your job hunting

What is important for International students who are interested in seeking employment in Japan is

to understand what job hunting in Japan is all about and the importance to act independently. For

example, mass recruitment of new graduates for entry in April, prolonged recruitment and selection

period, and many stages of selection (tests, interviews, group work, discussions, etc.) are just some of

the many specific instances to note. Business-level Japanese language proficiency (JLPT N1) is generally

required of regular full-time employees working in Japan. To avoid any “mis-match”, understanding

Japanese industrial structure and corporate culture are also essential. In principle, new graduates are

employed for a lifelong career. Japanese companies will provide them with training and opportunity to

try out different types of work so that they will become their future leaders. Please note that Japanese

recruitment differs from that of the US and Europe, where one is employed to fulfill a specific position

or role. Wiith regards to the actual job hunting procedures, it is necessary to act early and attend

career guidance and seminars, similar to Japanese students. Many facilities in the University, such as

the Intercultural Communication Center and Volunteer Center provide opportunities for foreign

students to learn more about Japan. You are strongly encouraged to participate in these activities and

events as you can.

A. Why Japanese Corporations Employ International Students

①Bridging Japan & Overseas Operations
Japanese companies opt to hire international students when they consider taking or expanding their

operations overseas. They see the need for help of coordinators who work as liaisons between their

headquarters and local subsidiaries. Foreign students, who are equipped with not just language skills

(Japanese and their mother tongue) but also cultural competence of both Japan and the target country,

are expected to provide support to facilitate smooth business development. Both employment in

Japanese headquarters and direct employment in local subsidiary (National Staff) are available. For

National Staff, local rules and regulations will apply.

②Professional Competency
Most conglomerates and multi-national corporations prioritize applicants’ competence over their

nationality. International students will not be provided with exclusive job opportunity, unless otherwise

stated. Corporations that do not clearly indicate “Hiring International Students” may recruit foreign

graduates. Thus, even if you are not sure whether the job posting is exclusively for “non-international

students”, please do not hesitate to respond to any job posting that interests you.

③Revitalizing Corporate Culture
Foreigners are encouraged to provide an international perspective (e.g. expressing ideas, work-life

balance, paternity leave, etc.) to the workplace. Employers also hope that presence of foreign staff will

energize the working environment, thus improving efficiency.

④High-level Specialties
Expertise – Engineering, research, academics, translators, interpreters, & other language specialists.
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B. Skills Sought by Japanese Corporations

In principle, Japanese corporations are looking for international students who possess positive traits

similar to the Japanese students. Such traits include the ability to work together in a team, to act

spontaneously, to take initiative, and to communicate well. Fundamental learning ability and specialized

knowledge are also required. In addition, the following two factors are considered to be very important

for international students.

①Language Proficiency
Almost all Japanese corporations, regardless of size, consider Japanese language skills are must. This

applies to technical positions as well. To prevent miscommunication in the workplace, applicants are

strongly encouraged to learn and speak the language well. Business-level proficiency is generally

required of regular full-time employees working in Japan. Besides one’s mother tongue and Japanese (at

least, JLPT N2 Level. N1 is highly preferred), English is also widely expected. Employees assigned to work

at local subsidiary must also be able to communicate proficiently in Japanese to fulfill responsibilities as

an intermediary.

②Cross-Cultural Adaptability
Japanese corporations seek individuals who understand and have adaptability toward the Japanese

way of thinking, sensibility, daily customs and norms, and business manners, As a working professional,

it is crucial to abide by the rules and manners of the country to which you are assigned.

C. Some Important Tips for International Students

①Future Planning

Clarify in details your purpose of working and living in Japan. Be prepared for questions such as “Why

did you come to Japan for study?” “What have you learnt from the experience here?” “Why do you plan

to work in Japan?” “How long do you intend to stay here?” “Where do you see yourself in 5 or 10

years?”

It is important to lay out your future plans clearly:

“Do you intend to work in Japan for your entire career life? Do you plan to go home after you have

acquired enough skills and abilities? What are your future goals (5/ 10/ 20 years) with the company?”

②Company Selection
In order to identify the companies that will match your future goals, you need to understand clearly

the company’s policies and what it expects, the career paths designed for international staff, and the

specific work you are engaging in. To learn more about these factors, you are strongly encouraged to

attend recruitment talks and seminars, speak directly with the Human Resource, and to pay visits to

Waseda University alumni (OB/OG).
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D. Organizations and Agencies Supporting Job Hunting

Tokyo Employment Service

Center for Foreigners

Japan Student Services

Organization (JASSO)
Other Useful Links

*All webpages in English

E. Visa Matters

Working in Japan after graduation

International students who determine to work in Japan need to change their visa status to working visa

named “Engineer / Specialist in Humanities/ International Services”, “Highly Skilled Foreign Professionals”,

or to other relevant status.

Before graduation After graduation (working in Japan)

Points in visa screening

To ensure successful application, double-check work details of

Applicants may also need to ask their future employer to help pr

application on visa change. To learn more about the required docum

the Immigration Bureau’s official website or contact them directly.

Major job types include the followings: Marketing, Human Resou

Legal Affairs, Product Development, Public Relations, Design, T

1. Do your college and other records show that you have the a

ability?

2. Does the type of work actually make use of your knowledge an

3. Are the pay/benefits the same or higher than those of the Japa

4. Do the company’s size and achievement show prospects for a

employment? Also, will the employment provide you an opportu

Student

Visa

Engineer/

Specialist in Humanities/

International Services

Visa

Highly skilled
the position that you are applying for.

epare documentation necessary to file

ents and your situation, please refer to

rce, Finance, Planning, General Affairs,

ranslation & Interpretation, Language

ppropriate knowledge and technical

d technical ability?

nese employees?

stable and continuous

nity to work in your job category?

foreign professionals

Visa
or
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Teaching, Engineering Positions, Programmer, Research Development, Architecture, Application

Development, Product Technology, Quality Assurance, System Management, etc.

Ministry of Justice Official Website

(Japanese Only)

Continuing Job Hunting Activities after Graduation

[Degree Students only]

International students who have graduated and are planning to continue job hunting in Japan are

allowed to change their status of residence to “Designated Activities Visa” (to remain in Japan for Job

Hunting). To change the visa status, you need to submit a recommendation letter from the University, and

other necessary documents to the Immigration Bureau. Designated Activities Visa is valid for six months

and can be renewed only once for another six months (maximum of one year after graduation).

Before graduation After graduation (job hunting in Japan)

The Career Center will issue a recommendation letter to Waseda University graduates who have fulfilled

the following requirements. Make sure to apply BEFORE you graduate.

1. Completion of the Post-Graduation Plans

2. Submission of designated application form verifying your job seeking activities to the Career Center:

Keep record of your activities (schedule, etc.) and, if any, retain written correspondence such as

announcements and e-mails from companies to attach to the report.

- Applicable only to job-seeking undergraduate/graduate students who have graduated or earned a degree

from Waseda University (正規生). Non-degree students, such as students studying at Waseda University

for learning Japanese, exchange students, and research students, are not eligible.

- Please file the first application BEFORE you graduate.

It is obligatory for students to be job hunting BEFORE graduation.

As for the necessary documents to get the recommendation letter and the procedure for changing visa

status, please refer to our official website in addition to check the Immigration Bureau Official Website.

Student

Visa

Designated activities visa

(特定活動(就職活動継続))
(Career Center Website in English)
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Remaining in Japan after Receiving a Job Offer
International students who are not starting work immediately after graduation (since the work will start

in the next fiscal year) can apply for a “Designated Activities Visa” (till start of work). Please visit the

Immigration Bureau to apply for a change in visa status, and present the official letter of job offer and other

supporting documents. To learn more about the process or necessary documents to change the visa status,

please refer to the Immigration Bureau’s official website or visit the nearest bureau.
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3. Job Hunting Schedule

Additional Notes

 This schedule is in accordance with Japanese Govenment Guidelines on Recruitment Exercise.

 This is a general guideline. Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) and Japanese companies that are NOT

affiliated with Keidanren (経団連・Japan Business Federation) tend to start their recruitment exercises

early, or whenever an opening is available. Do check the schedule of each individual company on your

own, and apply before the deadline.

 In principle, corporate PR of Japanese companies affiliated with Keidanren will begin on March 1st .

 In theory, official recruitment selection (one-on-one interviews, etc.) is expected to begin in June

(Undergraduate 4th year, Graduate 2nd year)

 The official/ formal job offer will be from October 1st.

 It is an open secret that many Japanese companies organize other recruitment-related activities and

events for job-hunting students before March (“flying”). Such programs will include winter internship,

company talks and interaction with alumni and recruiters. Please refer to their HRs from time to time

to learn more about the details.

 In recent years, internship (summer and winter recesses) has become a very popular channel among

many companies to recruit potential talents, so do take note of the trends.

 Please note that this schedule may be subject to change in the next fiscal year.
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4. Work To Be Done

A. Self-Analysis & Understanding

Why?
Self-analysis means understanding yourself. Then, why is it a must to analyze oneself?

If you were a salesman, how would you go about promoting the product of your company? What would

you do first? Most likely, you would learn about its characteristics and sales points.

Job hunting shares many similarities with sales promotion activities. In order to successfully promote

yourself to your prospective employers, you must identify your “strengths”.

It is important to understand yourself objectively. Failing to do so will cause you not to attain the desired

results, even if you are able to proceed to the next screening stage. You will be assessed from various

aspects through your entry sheet and interviews, etc.

When?
In principle, it is important to start self-analysis before the actual screening process (submission of entry

sheet, taking tests, going to interviews and group discussions), and be concrete about what you intend to

write. In self-analysis, there is no definition of when to start or when to finish. Even after the screening

process has begun, and even after you have received an official job offer, it is important to continue your

self-analysis because it will continue to have an impact in your new working environment.

It does not mean that you cannot proceed to the next stages in job hunting because you have not

completed your self-analysis. Let’s start with attending a recruitment talk or a career development seminar.

The important thing is to simultaneously act and think deeply.

Summarize your past and present experiences in the following table.

Junior high school High school University

Main activities and

experiences

What influence you

(people,

environment etc.)

What you

succeeded in

What is your main

weakness, and how

are you going to

overcome it?

What did you think

about your future?



B. Broadening your Company and Industry Knowledge

While you conduct self-analysis, you should look into industries and professions as well. There are many

kinds of jobs in the society that you are not familiar with. In order to make a sound choice, you need to

learn about them. It is only during the job seeking season that you can get the opportunity to hear

first-hand experiences from people in various industries and corporations. Do not just rely on the 1st

impression and hearsays about the companies when making your decision. Instead, you should pick up

information from as many reliable sources as possible.

The companies offer services or products that we connect with in our daily lives are called Business and

Customer companies. However, there are a lot of scenes before a product or a service reaches us.

Finance Manufacturing, Circulation and Trading (product)

Comm

Service

Mas

Tele

Pub

Info

Con

Thin

Pub

Edu

Pub

Elec

Rea

Hou
Credit/Loans Insurance

Leases , Credit Life Insurance

Home Loans etc. Damage Insurance etc.

Securities Banking

Securities City Banks, Regional Banks
12

unication Industries

Consumer

Industries

Credit Unions etc.

s Communications

vision, News Paper, Advertising,

lishing etc.

rmation Research

sulting, System Development

k Tanks etc.

lic Service Transport

cation, Medical Care, Social Welfare etc. Airport, Bus, R

lic Infrastructure Tourism

tricity, Gas, Water, Roads etc. Travel, Hotels

l Estate

se Manufactures, Real Estate Companies

.

Raw Materials

Agricultural and Marine Products etc.

Import and Export Company→

Materials Maker

Steel, Metals, Chemical Products

Paper and Pulp etc.

Trading Firm→

Finished Products

Furniture, Household Electronics, Cars,

Machinery, Transport Equipment,

Cosmetics etc.

Trading Firm→

Distribution and Sales

Supermarkets

Dealers

Department Stores
Specialist Stores etc.

ailway etc.

, Restaurants, Amusement etc.
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C. Methods to Research on Industries, Corporations & Types of Business

There are 3 major methods. Please refer to the following.

Paper-based
Reference Books, Newspaper, Business Journals and Magazines, Corporate Guides,

and Company Pamphlets

IT-based

MyWaseda, Official Corporate Websites, Recruitment Sites, Toyo Keizai Online,

Waseda University Library’s Database/ Online Journals, Nikkei Telecon 21, and

Toyo Keizai Digital Contents Library (DCL)

Face-to-Face

Seminars and Recruitment Talks, Visit to Waseda Alumni (OB/OG), Career

Enhancement Events organized by the Career Center, Trying out Products of

Companies, Visit to Shops and Offices

Corporate details are readily accessible on the Internet. Recently, less companies are publishing

paper-based corporate guides, thus accessing the corporate websites has become the fundamental way to

learn more about companies, as they are updated regularly. Besides information on the website, it is

important to read reference books/journals, and visit Waseda University alumni. Gain first-hand

information. Please do avoid relying only on the internet/ SNS in your decision-making process, as some

information may not be fully accurate. Certain channels and networks are clearly biased and even fake.

Students are strongly encouraged to take part in recruitment talks and seminars. You can gain first-hand

corporate information and can interact personally with the HR personnel. Some companies hold their own

seminars/workshops, and others make presentation in joint seminar or large-scale career fair. Participate

actively in the seminars of the companies of your choice. Some companies may even conduct official

screening after presentation, so pay extra attention during the recruitment talks and seminars, and always

be mentally and physically prepared for the tests and interviews.

D. Visit Waseda University Alumni (OBOG)

Another method to learn more about the company is to visit your alumni, which is called “OBOG”

(Old Boy, Old Girl). You can speak directly with the alumni and gain further information on the corporate

mission/vision/culture and what the company does. This face-to-face encounter will enable you to find

what you cannot find from the reference books and web resources. Do make full use of this opportunity.

Steps for Alumni Visit

1. Identify the companies to visit and what you want to ask.

2. Search for alumni from the Alumni Listings.

3. Make an appointment.

4. Visit the alumni.

5. Thank you letter to the alumuni.
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①Identify the companies to visit and what you want to ask

It is important to be specific with what you want to know before you start searching for the appropriate

alumni.

Example 1: To learn more about the contents of job and career path

It will be helpful to find an alumnus who has three to eight years of work experience. He/she may

have experienced multiple jobs at the company, and you will be able to gain broader information

about the job from him/her.

Example 2: To learn about recruitment test trend and job of the younger staff

An alumnus who is in the first or second year will still be familiar with the latest trends in the job

market. You will learn about how they play a role in the company as new staff members. In

addition, you will be able to pick up first-hand information that you may not able to gain in a

recruitment talk or seminar.

②Search for Waseda University graduates from the Alumni Lists

Find out if any of the following persons belong to the company you are interested in; your friends in

your study group/club/part-time workplace, alumni of your junior high/high school, and your family

and relatives. Once you find them, contact them to make an appointment.

You can access the latest Alumni Lists for Job seeking (OBOG 名簿・OBOG Meibo) on MyWaseda. You

can also view about 30 companies in the paper-based Alumni Lists at the Career Center.

Please note that as the lists are provided by the companies and the formats differ. NOT all

corporations share the lists with Waseda University. Due to increased awareness of privacy, fewer

companies are providing such lists recently. Since companies provide the lists out of goodwill, it is

important to treat the information with great care.

At the Career Center, you can also refer to the lists of those who got a job offer (内定者名簿・

Naiteisha Meibo) which tells you the student names and companies that offered them job positions.

The list is created based on the information provided at the time of graduation. Only the name, School

(Faculty), year of graduation, and company name will be included. No contact details are provided.

Please handle the information with great care.

To access to the list on MyWaseda, please click “Career Compass (キャリアコンパス)” and follow

the instructions on page 4. The service is currently available in Japanese only.

③Make an appointment

The most common method is to make a direct telephone call to the office of the alumnus. As they

are on duty, please do take note when you make a call to avoid causing any inconvenience.

In most cases, no telephone number or email address will be included in the Alumni Listing. In that

case, please refer to the company’s website for more contact details. In general, when you call the

company’s switchboard operator number (代表番号), you will be put through to the relevant division.

You can also dial 104 directory assistance services.
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④Visit the alumni

Make sure you arrive at the meeting place 10 minutes before the scheduled time. Also, be sure to

thank the alumnus for taking time out of his/ her busy schedule to meet you. Explain your purpose of

this visit and clearly ask the questions you prepared. Listen attentively and be patient.

Examples: reasons for joining the company; career path in ten years; daily work flow; corporate culture

and atmosphere; job rotation; what and when he or she think is tough; position of women in the

workplace; salary and benefits, work-life balance (family), etc.

⑤Thank you letter to the alumni

Please send a thank-you letter/ note to the alumnus you met by email or in writing as soon as possible

after the visit. Express your heartfelt appreciation in the letter.
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E. Entry Sheet & Resume

①Entry Sheet

An entry sheet is a job application form. Corporations will review it and consider whether you are

suitable for the position. Format of application forms will vary depending on the company. Almost all

companies will require an applicant to submit an entry sheet at the very first screening stage. You will

not be able to proceed to the next stage of written test or interview if you fail to impress HR staff at this

point.

②How to Gain and Submit Entry Sheet

A. Complete the online entry sheet and submit it before the deadline.

B. Download the entry sheet from “My Page” of the job search engine, print it out, fill it by

hand-writing, and send it by post before the deadline.

C. Pick up the entry sheet at the recruitment talks. Complete and submit it on the spot, or send it

later by post before the deadline.

③Resume (Rirekisho・履歴書)

You can buy resume forms offered by Waseda at Waseda Univ. Co-op. Please confirm whether the

following matters are satisfied or not before you submit it to companies.

1. Submit your resume with a photo. Dress formally, face the camera, and make your smile but

confirm that your mouth is closed. Size of face photo is 3cm×4cm. Cut the photo neatly and glue

the photo. It’s better for you to take your photo in the studio compared to the instant one.

2. Write clearly with a ball-point pen. Do not use a corrective pen.

3. Write the first draft on a separate piece of paper.

4. Make sure all parts are complete without typos. Leave a copy of your written resume since it will

be a reference when you make other sheets.

④Notes on Cover Letter & Resume in English

1. In principle, the cover letter should not exceed one page. The resume should not exceed two

pages and it should be printed on both sides.

2. Standardize the font and word size. Times New Roman is preferred by many companies.

3. You may wish to write your education, employment background and activities participated in

chronological order. Please indicate the month and year clearly.

4. For accomplishments, besides prizes won, you may wish to include accolades accrued.

5. For qualifications, you can also include licenses earned, such as Certified Public Accountant (CPA),

Career Development Advisor (CDA) and Interpretation & Translation Certification, etc.

6. Employment History – If you have full-time work experience, please indicate them clearly. Please

note that some companies may not consider part-time jobs “employment”. Should you belong to

any organization(s), you can list them in Professional Affiliations.

7. Interests & Hobbies – Depending on the nature of position, you are advised to complete this

segment with caution.
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<In Japanese>
Make sure the date is filled out. The

date should be the day of submission

or posting.

If the word " " is written in hiragana then

write furigana in hiragana. If it is written in katakana

then write in katakana.

Write furigana only on

Chinese characters.

Academic history is separately written before

work history.

Write the things that you have given more time and

efforts in your studies.

Write the things that you have made efforts in your

student life.
Write hobbies,

specialties and

qualifications.

What do you intend to convey

Write your interests, experiences, and ambitions to the

company.
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< Cover Letter in English>

Taro WASEDA
1-24-1, Toyama, Shinjuku-Ku
Tokyo 162-8644, JAPAN
Tel: 03-3203-4332
Email: iltkhrd@xoxo.Waseda.jp

September 1, 2019

Personnel Division
Waseda University International Corporation
Tokyo 169-0051, JAPAN

Dear Sir/ Madam, (specific name or title, if known)

I am writing to apply for a training management position, as advertised in the Waseda Times on August

15, 2019. I am very excited about the field of Education, and would welcome the opportunity to bring my

background. It appears to match your stated requirements.

I am a student in School of Education at Waseda University, and as shown in the attached resume, my

academic career has enabled me to prepare for a career in management. My major is Education Psychology

and I also attended internship program at XXX (Company Name) for 1 month in last summer. During the

internship program, I worked in Training Department and could experience Students Management. I am

confident that I can readily apply, because my major and experiences match to the demands of Waseda

University International Corporation.

Thank you very much for your consideration. Further details are included in the enclosed resume, and I

am looking forward to meeting you in person about my interest in the position.

Yours Sincerely,

(Signature)

Taro WASEDA

Resume Enclosed

mailto:iltkhrd@xoxo.waseda.jp
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<Resume in English>

Taro WASEDA

Email: iltkhrd@xoxo.waseda.jp

1-24-1 Toyama, Shinjuku-Ku Residence: 03-3203-4332

Tokyo 162-8644, JAPAN Mobile: 81-070-XXXX-XXXX

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Objective

I am seeking an opportunity to fill your management training position. As a dynamic and results-oriented

student, I will be able to contribute to the productivity and profitability of the company (organization/

establishment) in the long term.

Employment History (if any)

Education (Chronological Order)

Waseda University / Tokyo April 2017 – Present

School of Education (Major: Education Psychology),

WASEDA SHIBUYA Senior High School / Singapore April 2014 – March 2017

Accomplishments

Waseda University Full-Coverage Scholarship June 2017 – Present

Waseda Entrepreneurial Business Design Contest

- Awarded Silver Medal May 2017

Inter-High School Speech Contest in French

- First Prize Winner September 2016

Inter-High School Water Polo Champions November 2015

Qualifications / Licenses

Japanese Language Proficiency Test JLPT (N1) July 2018

TOEFL (iBT) – 118/ 120 January 2018

English-French Interpretation & Translation Certification December 2017

Driver’s License October 2016

Taekwondo Black Belt February 2016

Professional Affiliations (if any)

Other Related Activities

Internship (Training Department, XXX) August 2018 – September 2018

Interests/ Hobbies

Depending on the nature of position you are applying, this segment can be left out.

mailto:iltkhrd@xoxo.waseda.jp
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G. Written Test・WEB Test・Test Center

①Written & WEB Test

Recently, more and more corporations are conducting written test (paper-based) and WEB tests

(online-based) to screen the applicants. There are various types of recruitment tests. Keep in mind what

kinds of tests the companies of your choice adopt and prepare for the type of test by exercise book

available in bookstores.

Name Full name Details

SPI Synthetic Personality

Inventory

It is the most common test which evaluates your personality

and intellectual ability from both verbal and non-verbal

aspects.

Tamatebako The test is one of the most common online tests adopted by

various industries. It tests both your ability and personality,

including “back calculation”, “summarization”, ”English

comprehension”, etc.

GAB Graduate Aptitude

Test Battery

It tests your intellectual ability and personality, which is

commonly used by trading companies, securities firms,

consulting firms, and think tanks. The test includes

“calculation” and “languages”.

CAB Computer Aptitude

Test Battery

Commonly used in the IT sector. CAB defines abilities required

to system engineer (SE) and programmer from both

intellectual and personality aspects. The test includes “mental

arithmetic”, “regularity”, “instruction table”, and “decoding”.

SCOA Based on the SPI, the test includes “English”, “general

knowledge”, as well as “chemistry”, “geography” and “history”.

Recently, major corporations often use the test.

Kraepelin The test diagnoses your personality and aptitude by analyzing

the change of your workload per minute. It is commonly used

in transportation, construction, education and civil service.

TG-WEB The test is said to be one of the most difficult online tests. It is

characterized by high proportion of questions of

language/calculation and a variety of personality diagnosis.

②Test Center

Test Center means venue for taking the recruitment test, which are set up in many major cities in

Japan. Applicants are required to visit the designated venues and take the test (contents are like SPI) by

computer. Every question has a time limit. If the time runs out, you are forced to go to the next

question, regardless of whether you answer the previous question or not. Once you take the test, you

can submit the test result to all the other companies you are applying for when you are asked to.

However, the test score will not be revealed to you.
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H. Group Discussion & Interview

If you pass the entry sheet screening and the written tests, you will go to the next stage, group discussion

and interview, which test your communication skills on the spot. Communication skill is not one you can

acquire overnight. Always be aware of manners, courtesy, and use of Japanese honorifics in your daily life.

① Group Discussion
A group of students discusses a designated topic. The human resource (HR) staff evaluates the applicants’

discussion. The staff does not participate in the discussion. Depending on the corporation, the number of

applicants per discussion, topic, and allocated time will vary.

② Group Work
On top of the discussion, a group of applicants are given a simple task to complete. That is called “group

work”. The HR staff evaluates the applicants’ individual role played and attitude in engaging in the team

work. There is no right or wrong answer in most cases.

③ Interview
Job interview is like a “match-making” session. The prospective employers try to find out whether the

applicant can effectively contribute to the company. On the other hand, it is also a golden opportunity for

you to find out something more about the corporation. Do not get too nervous at the interview.

(A) Group Interview (Multiple Applicants to Multiple Interviewers)

Time: 30-60 minutes (average)

This interview is usually adopted in the first interview, one of the earliest screening processes.

(B) Individual Interview (One-on-One)

Time: 15-30 minutes (average)

This interview is for applicants who have passed several screening processes. It is usually adopted

from the second interview onward.
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5. Determining Your Career Choice

There are several things that you need to do after you have received a job offer. If you receive multiple

job offers, you will have to consider which company you should join. In order to make a sound decision,

think about how you want to work, how you can contribute to the company and what you wish to achieve

in life.

A. After receiving a job offer

In most cases, you will be informed of a job offer through phone call or email. At this point, the offer is

considered to be “semi-formal (内々定, Nainaitei)”. Not until you receive an official job offer slip in the

company’s “job offer confirmation ceremony” - which will take place on or after October 1 of your final

year- that the job offer is considered “formal (内定, Naitei)”.

Once you receive a job offer from the company of your first choice and you do decide to officially accept

the offer, please contact immediately the other companies to which you have submitted your application or

which scheduled an interview for you, and notify that you would withdraw from the screening process.

Please avoid the following:

(A) Failing to submit the signed job-offer agreement by the stipulated deadline to the company.

(B) Ignoring the company (not answering emails and phone calls, not responding to letters), without

any notification of rejecting the job offer.

These are acts of irresponsibility. It is dishonesty to the company, and, what is more, it will inadvertently

affect the job seeking activities of other Waseda University students.

The University has requested companies to keep to the job seeking schedule (selection from June and

formal job offer from October) and not to restrict students from job seeking under the semi-formal job

offer before October 1st. In reality, many companies begin their selection earlier and issue informal job

offer. At times, you may be asked to submit an employment agreement form（入社誓約書・承諾書）. Even

after the submission of form, you can continue job seeking, if the company is not your first choice. You are

not required to work for the company which you have submitted the form.

From the Courtroom
Once you receive the official job offer slip （内定通知書） and submit an employment agreement form

（入社誓約書）, a labor contract is concluded between the company and you. If you are a new employee,

the contract means that you will start work at the company from April 1st, or other dates, after graduating

from the University.

It is still possible for you to turn down the formal job offer after concluding the labor contract. To

terminate the contract, two-week prior notice is required by law. You have the right to choose the most

suitable job. Companies cannot refuse your decision.
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B. Be sincere when turning down an offer

A job offer to a student is a de facto agreement that a company will regard him/her as a employee after

his/her graduation. Be sincere in your dealings at all times and pay close attention to the following points.

 Make sure to turn down companies in a polite. With courtesy and trustworthiness, express your
gratitude to the offer and apologize for your decision to decline it.

 In case you tell your decision to them in the condition of being impending graduation, please note that
you may visit them and apologize for your decision to decline it directly.

 Start with a phone call to the relevant person since he/she doesn't notice your email if it is sent to
his/her spam folder.

C. Career Path Determination Report (Shinro Hokoku 進路報告)

Once you have accepted a job offer, or plan to proceed to a graduate school, or remain undecided even
upon graduation, please update your graduation record on MyWaseda before you graduate. To learn more
about the updating process, please refer to the Career Compass (Career Path Determination Report).

For students who have received official job offers as full-time employees, the Career Center would
greatly appreciate if you could share your job seeking experiences when you update your graduation
records. We may also invite you to speak about your experiences at our various seminars and workshops.

D. Transcripts & Certificate of Expected Graduation (成績・卒業見込証明書)

When you accept a job offer from a company, you may be asked to submit a transcript and a certificate

of expected graduation. You may be able to obtain them from vending machines on campus, yet you need

to confirm the available issuing date with your school office beforehand.

E. Certificate of Medical Examination（健康診断証明書）

The certificate of medical examination will be issued to a student after taking a medical examination at

the beginning of each academic year. Students will have to pay for medical examination at hospitals and

clinics outside the University. Time will be needed for the certificate to be issued. Students who are not

preparing for job seeking are also encouraged to take the medical examination.

The medical examination will focus on the following seven categories - Height, Weight, Eyesight, Blood

Pressure, Urinalysis, X-ray and General Observation. Should one need other analysis, please consult the

Health Support Center. The certificates can be obtained from the automated machines in the various

campuses. The medical examination will be held in April/ September, and the certificate will be issued from

early June. For more details, please contact the Health Support Center.
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6. My Job Hunting Experience in Japan

～Case Study A～

Bachelor’s Degree Program, South Korea

Will graduate in March 2020, and will start working in the field of Finances

Reasons for Working in Japan

Thanks to my father’s education in Japan and his career which interacts with Ja

opportunities to experience Japan hands on since childhood. From an innocent child

pursuing higher degree of education, I received numerous assistances from the peop

want to return the favor. Those benevolent hands have built up my desire to work in J

Job-Hunting Period

From February in 2019 to June in 2019

I began my job hunt in my senior year in college. I did not consider job hunting prior t

was originally planning to go into graduate school. Unfortunately, I was not offered th

a higher education due to my professor’s upcoming retirement. I vigorously searched

laboratories but with no luck. I changed my course from grad school to the workforce

Industries & Corporations

Finances (Bank, securities, trust banks)

Methods of Job-Hunting

I began my job hunt in my senior year in college. I did not consider job hunting prior t

was originally planning to go into graduate school. Unfortunately, I was not offered th

a higher education due to my professor’s upcoming retirement. I vigorously searched

laboratories but with no luck. I changed my course from grad school to the workforce

Since my job hunt began unexpectedly, I did not have enough time for a thorough sel

down my strengths and weaknesses, drew out a life curves plotting major events, ana

searched for fields of work that overlapped with my desires and talents. For the resum

several advices from my family and the university’s career center. For the interview, I

from the career center as well and recorded myself to improve.

Challenges

During my time in school, I put a lot of emphasis on two major events. One of those w

Abroad Adviser. In that, I was involved in the planning and the management of an eve

purpose of reducing anxiety for students studying abroad in Waseda. Through cooper

was a success and I received appreciation from the participants.

The other event was the one year exchange study in the U.S.. While studying at Wase

wanted to expand my perspective beyond Japan. I believed that interacting with peop

backgrounds would stretch my horizon. However, during the exchange program, the e

changes were a major stress factor for me and there were numerous times where I w

overcome those feelings, I reaffirmed the purpose of studying abroad and started doi

to fulfill the purpose. During the week, I actively participated in lectures to submit ass

…

pan, I had many

to an intellectual

le of Japan and I
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o that because I

e opportunity to

for other
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for other
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got some tips
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weekends, I interacted with people from diverse backgrounds through events inside our campus. With

those changes in views and thoughts, the one year as an exchange student changed the way I view the

world.

Message

Despite starting my job hunt suddenly, I was able to get a job offer from the field that I wanted to work

in. I think that trying my best with what I was given was the reason why I got what I wanted. I was told

many times that it was too late for me, but I still persevered. When looking for the dream job, you may

face obstacles that seem impossible, but I want you to push through them, no matter how tough or

difficult.

～Case Study B～

MA Program, Brunei Darussalam

Will graduate in September 2019, and will start working

in the field of Chemical Manufacturer

Reasons for Working in Japan

My main aim for working in Japan is to work in a company that is related

improve my Japanese abilities and learn how to work with Japanese soc

motivated to push myself to work hard in job-hunting. The other reason

fast-growing developed country, I wish to gain more knowledge and be

and self-growth.

Job-Hunting Period

My job-hunting period was March 2019 to June 2019. I have actuall

recommend everyone to start their job-hunting activities as early as po

doing job-hunting activities because I was still going to laboratory, classe

Therefore, my advice is to decide quickly if you want to work or do PHD.

then you should start reading and understand job hunting schedules

website in your 1st year master’s or 3rd year in Undergraduate.

Industries & Corporations

The industries and Corporation I have approached were Chemical c

companies. All are a mixture of MNC, Foreign companies and Japanese co

Methods of Job-Hunting

I started off with doing the common approach by Japanese students whi

entering ES to each company and waiting for results. However, I realized

applicable to international students, so I decided to use agents. I strongly

agents because I received offer from one of the companies. In my case, I

was recommended by my professor. I also feel it is important to use suis

from Waseda suisen but your professor. The process is faster and usually
to chemistry. I also wish to

iety. Therefore, I become more

is since Japan is such a

specialized in terms of skills

y started very late so I would

ssible. I had a very tough time

s and writing my Master’ thesis.

If you decided to work in Japan,

and rules from Career Center

ompanies, IT and Engineering

mpanies.

ch is attending seminars,

that this method is not

suggest ryukatsu and rikunabi

received another offer that

en (recommendation) not only

it is a well-known company.
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Challenges

It was often confusing to see what Japanese hirers truly wanted to hear. The art of understanding this is

called “communication skills” in Japan. Before each interview, I would imagine what the recruiters

wanted for their new hires and adjust my behavior and prepare my answers accordingly.

Message

My message to everyone is remember your goal and never get lost in the middle of job-hunting. If you

feel lost, seek advises from friends who are doing job-hunting and Career center to gear yourself up. As

an international student, it is hard to get a job in Japan, but it does not mean it is easy for Japanese

students. I suggest that you do everything based on your abilities and pace without comparing yourself

to others. Then you can achieve your own goal no matter early or late. I wish everyone best of luck in

your future!

～Case Study C～

MA Program, Iceland/ Russia

Will graduate in March 2020, and will start working in the field of IT

Reasons for Working in Japan

I’ve wanted to live in Japan for quite some time so I came to study here with a purp

and continue living here after graduation.

Job-Hunting Period

Since I was unfamiliar with Japanese companies outside of big names like Sony or F

attending job-fairs to learn what companies were interested in hiring bilingual and/

two years before my scheduled March graduation. I first applied and had interview

venture companies in December, one and half years before my graduation. That ma

(unsuccessful) beginning of my job-hunting process. My second round of applicatio

following March which is the usual timeline in Japan and I got my job-offer in May,

my estimated graduation.

Industries & Corporations

At first I was looking at all the industries who were having booths at career foru

Waseda campus. But attending all the mandatory explanatory seminars was time-c

in many cases redundant. So I decided to narrow the field to two industries I was m

and tourism. In addition to checking them at job fairs, I also sought them inde

website. Due to me being older than other fresh graduates, I felt I would lose in a

companies (though I still applied to some) and I wanted more responsibilities

growth so I applied to smaller venture companies.

Methods of Job-Hunting

Going to all the career fairs and looking for companies on Mynavi and then ap

thought would be a good fit. I think I applied to around 15 companies and at mos
ose of finding a job

ujitsu, I started

or foreign students

s with two small IT

rked the

ns started in the

ten months before

ms and came to the

onsuming, costly, and

ost interested in – IT

pendently at Mynavi

competition for huge

and chances for fast

plying to the ones I

t of them I failed the
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first interview or group work. The company that I received the job offer from – a quickly expanding IT

venture - was the only one that did not give me any tests or even an interview. I simply talked to the

person in charge at one of the job fairs about being interested in a specific IT position and after looking

at my portfolio (the result of self-study efforts), they offered me a job straight away.

Challenges

The whole thing was an absolutely miserable experience that made me gradually lose confidence in

myself until I got my offer. I think handwritten entry sheets and the plethora of different types of tests

are redundant. I didn’t have practice speaking Japanese other than with friends so I started getting

stressed during the interviews and forgetting my Japanese and that led me to be stressed even more.

Doing group work with native speakers was also very intimidating for me.

Message

Please remember that you’re not alone! Don’t be afraid to ask for help and to offer help. Don’t hesitate

to ask your Japanese friends to check your entry sheet or do the tests for you. There is no shame in

sharing you’re having a hard time. Job-hunting in Japan is hard. So if you’re feeling stressed, remember

me who failed almost all of the first steps and still got an offer in the end. It’s possible!

～Case Study D～

Bachelor’s Degree Program, Japan

Will graduate in March 2020, and will start working in the Investment Banking

Reasons for Working in Japan

I decided to work in Japan because I wanted to contribute to Japanese economy in o

global presence in Japan in the future.

Job-Hunting Period

I started seeking and applying for some internships in Boston Career Forum in Novem

result, I received an offer of summer internship. After coming back to Japan from US, I s

for some internships in Japan on the Internet, then I joined some summer internships.

I went to Boston Career Forum again in November, 2018 and applied for some fulltim

internships. I received two fulltime offers and two internship offers there.

In addition, I joined a winter internship in February, 2019.

Finally I received a job offer from one investment banking and finished my job hunting.

Industries & Corporations

Investment banking / Consulting

Methods of Job-Hunting

One special feature of my job hunting is that I went to Boston Career Forum twice (s

junior year). In Boston Career Forum, more than 200 Japanese and Global companie

information sessions, and also do interviews for hiring internship/ fulltime employees
rder to expand

ber, 2017. As a

tarted applying

e position and

ophomore and

s do company

. In that career
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forum, all hiring processes of each company complete in just 3 days (except some web-tests and Skype

interviews/ In Japan, it usually takes more than a month to get an offer from the company), so I think

this forum is very an efficient way to do the job-hunting.

When I was sophomore, I went to the career forum in order to find which industry I want to work in. As I

joined that event, I was interested in investment banking and consulting. Fortunately, I got an internship

offer from one investment banking (and, finally, I would be work in this company since 2020). I also

joined the career forum in junior year to take some interviews of consulting/ investment banking

companies and received some full-time offers.

Challenges

The most difficult part for me was preparation for the forum in advance. For example, hotels in Boston

and flights are so crowded during the forum, so you should make a reservation at least two months

before you leave.

From now on, I’m writhing what I felt through my participation in the forum. If you can choose a Skype

interview or an interview during the forum, I think the latter is better than former since sometimes a

Skype interview is so tough to hear the interviewers' voices. Moreover, you have to bring resumes more

than you think you need, because copiers in the forum are always occupied.

Before the forum, I decided which company I would visit as a "walk-in", because some companies close

their booth even during the forum.

Make sure not to double book your interviews, because lots of interviews are appointed during the

forum.

Message

In my opinion, I think each company has their own atmosphere. To work in a comfortable environment,

knowing each company’s atmosphere is very important. In order to know that, I think Internet is not

enough, and we have to meet lots of people who is actually working in these companies, so I think we

have to take lots of time to do the job-hunting and to decide which companies to join. You have lots of

options to know about each atmosphere, and the Career Forums is an option to know about companies

deeply. After you understand their atmosphere, all you have to do is just to believe your instincts. I hope

you can meet a company where really fit for you.



7. Data & Information

A. Career path after graduation of International students 2018

Definition of International students:

Waseda University undergraduate and graduate students with student visa

12,539 undergraduates and graduates who graduated in September 2018 and March 2019

1,288 international undergraduates and graduates who graduated in September 2018 and

March 2019 (10% of all graduates)

1,223 international undergraduates and graduates who submitted graduation record (Valid response

ratio: 95%)
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Consideration of figures

 [As a whole] About 50% of students start working after graduation, while about 20% are still searching for jobs.

Another 20% advanced to further studies.

 [Undergraduates] About 42% start working; 36% forwarded to higher education.

 [Graduates] About 75% of students start working and/or seeking jobs; 15% forwarded to further studies. Rate of

Work overseas are higher than that of undergraduates.

Work in Japan
33%

Work Overseas
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Further
Studies
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Job-hunting
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Graduate students
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Top 5 companies which hired Waseda International students the most in 2018 (From the

reported numbers)

1 ABeam Consulting Ltd.

2 Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

3 Accenture Japan Ltd

4 FUJITSU LIMITED

5 IBM Japan, Ltd.

List of major Japanese companies which hired Waseda International student(s) in 2018

(alphabetical order)

AEON BANK, LTD. Kanebo Cosmetics Inc Olympus Co.

ANA AIRPORT SERVICES

CO., LTD.

KYOCERA Communication

Systems Co., Ltd. Panasonic Corporation

BANDAI CO.,LTD. Kyowa Kirin Co.,Ltd. Rakuten Inc.

BASE CO., LTD. LINE Co. RICOH

CyberAgent, Inc. MEITEC CORPORATION Ryohin Keikaku Co., Ltd.

Cyber communications inc. Mitsubishi Motors Co. SHIMIZU Co.

EY Advisory & Consulting

Co., Ltd. Mizuho Financial Group, Inc. Shiseido Company, Limited

FamilyMart Co.,Ltd. MUFG Bank, Ltd. SKYLARK HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

Hino Motors, Ltd. NEC Co. SoftBank Co.

Honda Motor Co., Ltd.

NHK GLOBAL MEDIA

NETWORK Inc. Sony Corporation

Hoshino Resorts Inc.

Nippon Television Network

Co. Toshiba Corporation

INTEC Inc. Nitto Denko Corporation

TSUBURAYA PRODUCTIONS Co.,

Ltd.

Japan International

Cooperation Agency NITORI Co., Ltd.

Uchida Yoko IT Solutions Co.,

LTD.

JTB Pte Ltd Nomura Holdings, Inc. U-NEXT Co., Ltd.

JX Nippon Oil & Gas

Exploration NTT DATA Co.
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B. Caution

You must watch out for the following types of companies and organizations.

 There are too many estimated new staff, given the scale and functions of the company

 Compared to other companies in the same industry, the period of notifying job offer is extremely early.

As conditions of job offer, forcefully requiring the applicant to work as part-timer (under the name of

“training” or “internship”) at the company, restricting time for attending classes, or interfering with the

student life

 Terms of employment, such as pay, vacation, job type, and location, are not clearly specified

 Coaxing potential applicants to apply for the job with misleading or false information

 Conducting interviews to be regarded as sexual harassment and or calling the applicants in odd timings

and to inappropriate locations

 Unilaterally rescinding job offer without any proper explanation

 Exceptionally high first pay-check

 Too much commission-based pay (uncertain allowances) and too little fixed pay

 Discriminating the applicant by alma-mater, gender, faith (religion), sexual orientation and job types of

the immediate family members

 Terms of employment on the job information greatly differ from that of the actual workplace, according

to the currently-employed alumni

 Due to too-rapid growth, various in-house systems are not well-organized

 After receiving notification of job offer, contact with the company is disrupted/discontinued/ lost

 In the group/mass recruitment, assignment of staff remains uncertain even after employment

Watch Out for Off-Campus Recruitment Support Service Providers

There are some unscrupulous recruitment support service providers who make profit by taking

advantage of the student job seekers’ sense of anxiety and unfamiliarity of the job market. They will

organize seminars and various types of talks and charge you outrageous prices, which are available

free-of-charge at your university career center. Before you pay for the overpriced seminars, you are strongly

advised to confirm in advance whether those seminars are appropriate or not. They will also use direct mail,

email or call you directly. Also, they will linger around interview venues or even in university campuses and

approach you for personal details. The Career Center does not tolerate any form of such sales activities by

these providers. Should you witness any suspicious person(s) near the Career Center or on campus, please

kindly contact us.
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Waseda University Career Center Main Office Hours

Regular times Vacations (Summer, winter, spring)

Monday-Friday Saturday Monday-Friday Saturday

Office hours 9:00-18:00 9:00-17:00 9:00-17:00 -

Career consultation 9:20-17:40 9:20-16:40 9:20-16:40 -

*Closed on Saturdays during summer & winter vacations, Sundays, and most major National Holidays.

*Office hours are subject to change without prior notice. For the latest updates, please refer to our websites.

Waseda University Career Center

Official Websites

(Japanese) (English)



Address & Contact Number of Main Office

1-24-1 Toyama, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 162-8644

Tel: 03-3203-4332 Fax: 03-3208-3275

Email:career@list.waseda.jp

・En

・You

cha

・Reservation; Visit our website from the QR code below.
Published by Career Center, WASEDA University

September 1, 2019
40-min individual career consultation is available!

glish-speaking consultants are waiting for you.

can consult about job seeking, mock interviews, internship, visa status

nge, and any career-related matters.
© WASEDA University All Rights Reserved.
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